Abstract. In this paper,the positioning data for large planar scanning plane were measured with laser tracker, converted the coordinate by spatial error between scanning plane and tracker , and analyzed the converted error data. For the subsequent use of the least squares method error compensation provided.
Fig1
Test system schematic The laser beam passes through the mirror is mounted on a target object to be measured (scanning plane probe position) reflected laser tracker emitted by laser interference principle can achieve three-dimensional coordinate measuring three-dimensional space coordinates of any point. According to this feature, the rotational center of the laser tracker as the origin of the space coordinates, respectively, in the direction of scanning plane XYZ-axis rail is defined as the XYZ coordinate system, the center of the sphere as a target by a mirror measuring point. 
Where (x, y, z) is the reference coordinate system coordinates, (x ', y', z ') is scanning plane coordinate system coordinates.
When we know the two points'( A , B ) coordinates in the (
（xA′, yA′, zA′） and （xB, yB, zB） , （xB′, yB′, zB′） then the three attitude angle [α, β, γ] and three displacement amount [Δx, Δy, Δz] can be obtained. 
（4）

Data collection and analysis
Scanning options: The starting point of the target mirror is the target simulator coordinate zero. Travel locus shown in Table 1 show some of the data in which the first test (unit: mm) Table 1 Some of the test data Through the data, we get a three-dimensional coordinate grid map of the target mirror. Shown in In the formula (5), n =number of measuring points; zi = Z coordinates of each measuring point; z =the average Z-axis coordinates;
Based on the above analysis, due to different system errors and other unknown factors combined effects, Laser Tracker obtained different residuals of Z-axis coordinate data at different locations. The data showing the characteristics of the non-Precision Measurement.We use each of the square of reciprocal of the residuals data of Z-axis coordinate as the weights of each measurement point data. It ensures high accuracy, good flatness coordinate data precision flatness contribution to high demand. For coordinate offset by the weighted least squares method provides a good basis.
